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‘…encouraging the future development of the social artistic,
cultural and educational and economic fabric of Ballymun life’ ‘
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Introduction:
ABOUT AXIS
As an arts venue, a community resource centre, a production company, and an arts
development organization.
Under the leadership of its Board and Executive, axis provides a platform and opportunities for
the Ballymun community, communities in the North West Area and the city as a whole for
engagement, resources, and to showcase its talents to local, national and international
audiences.
axis holds the community at the heart of all that it does and provides its various stakeholders
with a place to explore and express their creativity and develop their knowledge of the world
around them whilst as a centre, provides the community with various spaces to come together,
meet, train and learn, for the purpose of encouraging the future development of the social,
artistic, cultural, educational and economic fabric of Ballymun life. Axis is also a significant
employer of people from the locality, particularly in the areas of crèche, café, box office, front of
house and reception. A number of staff have undergone career development leading to more
senior roles in Axis.

“Since opening its doors in 2001, Axis Arts Centre has steadily pursued its mission as a place for
excellence with the community at its heart, a space where art really does make a difference to
people’s lives…axis is worth getting to know.”
Gerry Colgan, The Irish Times. 13 April 2007

PRINCIPLES OF AXIS :
MISSION
axis is an arts centre and a resource for the community and it’s city.
axis identifies artistic excellence in, and provides opportunity for, artistic experience of an
international standard in Ballymun.
axis programmes at the point of excellence and inclusion, setting an international standard of
multidisciplinary arts practice and arts participation.
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Vision
axis arts and community resource centre responds to and facilitates the pivotal role of culture
and the arts in the community. Its work with many community, national & international partners
has facilitated the development of the quality of arts engagement and practice locally
while placing Ballymun as a cultural and artistic destination city wide and nationally. axis holds
the community at the heart of all that it does and is a change agent for communities, where art
makes a difference to people’s lives.
Cultural and arts practice is at the heart of the Ballymun community. This practice exists in every
sphere of local life, schools, youth services, community and voluntary sector, festivals and active
retirement groups. There is a simple message of equality here. Engagement in the arts and
community belong to everyone and has a real role to play in human development education and
expression. People must continue to have admittance to arts programmes and community
resources in a way that is accessible. axis calls this policy Excellence & Inclusion. It is a policy
with many challenges, yet essential if culture is to be relevant.
Excellence
Central to the vision of axis is the generation of first-class arts and community experiences.
axis and its programmes and productions have won multiple awards and have received
accolades from voluntary and statutory organizations and arts critics around the world.
Inclusion
axis is at the heart of the community and continues working hard to integrate and innovate with
local residents and groups at every point of our programming. axis engages with the cultural
and creative needs of the community through partnership, mutual respect and cooperation,
while acting as a resource developmentally to the wider city
Arts Innovation
axis is a place for new ideas to be tried and traditional art forms to be reinvented. From brand
new artist residencies and mentoring schemes to films solely recorded with mobile phones, axis
is a haven for the creative-minded.
axis is also a trailblazer in the arts world. It has run an Irish language cultural festival in Dublin
(Borradh Buan) for the last decade, and continues to emerge with innovative and one-of-a-kind
productions that engage the community and broader public.
Partnership & Conversation
axis is centered in the heart of Ballymun. Located on its main street, the organization is
accessible to residents and commuters alike. This prime location allows axis to host an ongoing
dialogue with all kinds of people about the community. From regulars who stop into our café
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every morning to “have the chats,” to visitors from out of town, we learn from those we serve
through a timeless medium: Word of Mouth.
This in 2014 was further developed into the Chats where artists both locally and nationally and
community members come together in a facilitated conversation in the axis theatre leading to
both a sharing of and development of new ideas
Commitment to Community Development
axis holds a deep commitment to building community. This dedication stems from a belief in the
potential of the arts to be tools for individuals and groups to better understand themselves and
grow as human beings. Our approach to individual empowerment through arts, culture and
creativity directly impacts both Ballymun the wider area.
As part of our engagement with local communities, axis has relationships with local primary and
secondary schools, a wide range of voluntary and statutory organizations, community groups,
and local residents. A 2010 survey reported that 75% of Ballymun residents use axis for a
variety of different purposes.

‘…axis’ engagement model is of national significance and an example of excellence
in best practice. This developmental approach is at the heart of the success of arts
& culture in Ballymun. It is critical that this approach should be maintained and
further developed to continue not only excellence in process but also inpractice
too…’ Green Hat Report
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axis’ Programme structure
Arts Venue & Production Company:
axis ’ has produced 10 world premieres in the last decade include Dermot Bolger’s ‘From These
Green Heights’ (Winner of Best New Play 2004, Irish Times/ESB Theatre Awards), ‘The Mental’
by Little John Nee and ‘Out of the Silence’, Arts in Mental Health Festival in Ballymun and
Donegal (2006), ‘The Townlands of Brazil’ by Dermot Bolger (2006), ‘Borradh Buan’ Festival
(2004 - 2008), an annual Arts in Irish Festival, ‘Walking the Road’ by Dermot Bolger (2007), ‘Our
National Games’ by Gerard Humphreys (2008), ‘The Consequences of Lightning’ by Dermot
Bolger (2008), ‘Hip-Nós’ (2007 – 2014), ‘The Parting Glass’ By Dermot Bolger (2010 – 2013),
‘When Jolie Met Christie’ by Seán McCarthy (2011), ‘Tea chests and Dreams’ by Dermot Bolger
(2012). Waiting for Elvis’ by Eileen Gibbons (2013), Cleaners by Colm Maher (2014)
In 2014, in addition to producing and touring original new work in-house, axis hosted critically
acclaimed from the following theatre companies: Fishamble: The New Play Company’s, Dublin
Theatre Festival, hosted both Dublin Writer’s festival in Ballymun, hosted music from Glen
Hansard, Sharon Shannon, Donal Lunny, all who collaborated with or were supported by local
talent.
Gallery Personal Effects: A History of Possession, This exhibition, focusing on the personal
effects forgotten or left in The Richmond Asylum (Grangegorman) was hosted in our theatre
space as an installation for two weeks. People travelled from as far as Wicklow and Kilkenny to
visit it and it really seemed to strike a chord with people and groups locally, many of whom
visited repeatedly and left glowing comments in the visitors book. Curated and mounted by Alan
Counihan, this was free to attend for the public.
Irish Language
axis has a deep commitment to work in the Irish language. Borradh Buan was presented in
October and involved daily performances by local musicians in Axis’ café as well as three
performances of ‘Bláth’ by Branar Drámaíochta, an event featuring three prominent writers in
the Irish Language (Biddy Jenkinson, Ré Ó Laighléis and Alan Titley) interviewd by TG4’s
Tristan Rosenstock to bring our exhibition ‘An Chéad Céad to a close. The second week of
Borradh Buan involved young people from all over Ireland taking part in a workshop residential
in Axis with commissioned playwright Ciarán Gray. Axis got funding from Foras na Gaeilge to
commission a new play in Irish for young ensembles with the National Association for Youth
Drama. This new play is currently being written and a first draft is expected early 2015.
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Increased our reach for our Irish Language programming with Fíbín extending their annual run
by another week. Fíbín presented their school curriculum shows ‘An Triail’ and ‘Othello’ to
hundreds of second level students over a fortnight in November (19 performances).

Arts Development Organization:
axis ' arts development work provides access to both participation, education and development
in all areas of the arts to the community of Ballymun, and through this locale to all who engage
with axis ; artists, teachers and the wider public. On an ongoing basis, this work spans arts in
education, youth arts, artist’s development, multi-disciplinary art classes, arts projects, early
years projects, and development projects in community settings among many others. In 2014
axis introduced an arts in education touring theatre production and developed women’s cultural
and dance engagement programmes in addition to ongoing arts development projects that give
local people, young and old the opportunity to engage with professional artists.

2014 projects
Analyzing Lyrics 6 week project between axis and the JCSP Library Trinity Comprehensive
School
Creative Space funded by HSE 12 week project saw over 12 young men create a space in
axis to develop new work around the themes of mental health and creativity.
Write On // Part 2 Following the success of Write On, a follow-on series of fortnightly
workshops were organised for the participa
Mirror Image Axis was awarded a small fund by Age and Opportunity through their Voltage
fund to run an inter-generational project nts throughout the months of April, May & June.
Stefanie Preissner took up residency in Axis with Axis and Arts and DisabiIity Ireland for an
artist with a disability.
Shout Out axis were invited to co-ordinate this project ‘Shout Out’ Curated by Colm Keegan
from a project developed by Dave Lordan supported by Dublin City Council that saw young
people facilitated to develop and perform their own spoken word work over a number of weeks
that culminated in a performance as part of the Lingo Festival.
Granuaile Hundreds of local schoolchildren saw our schools production ‘Granuaile’ which
toured to local schools in October and which had a workshop series go to the school in the
weeks after. Hundreds of local people took part in our arts development and education
programmes.
Threads: dance programme for women (40 women from the Northside of the city) Building on
the success of the Rocky Horror Show in 2013, we developed a new dance programme for
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women. Over the 6 months the women engaged in dance classes; we created performance
opportunities for them and we brought in other professional dancers to work with them. On foot
of this, 2014 saw these women perform at a screening of Chicago. There are also a significant
number of new women from the local community who are also now getting involved – dance for
women is really starting to make its mark in Ballymun in 2015 this project will extend into areas
such as Ballybough.
‘Sing’ with the National Chamber Choir funded by DCC Arts Office that gave over 40 local
people the chance to workshop and sing alongside Chamber Choir Ireland.
Education
From 2007 – 2014 over 45 artists have worked in over 226 classrooms with over 4700 children
in our arts in education programmes.
Employment
In 2014 axis continued to pay particular attention to creative engagement in young people and
develop employment opportunities across a number of areas of our organization.

Community Resource Centre
CAFTA, Ballymun Welfare Rights, Local Drugs Task Force, Ballymun Communications, Young
Ballymun, Rehab Integration Services, Hail Housing, DePaul Ireland all offering a range of
services to the wider community.
Café: Open Monday – Friday 9am to 2pm and by special arrangement for Dinner Theatre and
other events. Axis also runs the café in the Ballymun civic centre
Crèche: Currently facilitating 43 places between full and part time care. One of the lead
locations for HighScope, Siolta training and programme.
Conference centre: Facilitating a broad range of meeting and training requirements in addition
to special events such as community gatherings, artist gatherings, storytelling sessions, film
screenings, seminars and workshops.
Arts Spaces (Dance Studio, Art Room, Underground Studios): Facilitating a wide range of
individual and group classes run by axis and other teachers as well as rehearsals and artist
studio development time.
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axis ’ Board of Directors in 2014:
Name

Area of expertise

(Chairperson first)
Martin Giblin

Legal / Governance

Mary Taylor

Community / Local
Authority

Arthur Duignan

Professional Arts
Management / Finance

Fiona Descotaux

Business / Community
Development, Finance

Ray Yeates

Arts, Culture, strategic
development, local
authority

Oliver McGlinchey

Company
Secretary/Resident

2014





Changes to Axis’ staffing structure are as follows:

CEO and Programme Manager now directly employed by axis. Interview and
appointment process for same in Oct 2014
New local baker taken on and trained in Café
New local employment initiative with young people working in all aspects of axis
Training and development underway for front of house and event panel.
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Summary of organisational objectives for
2014.
Artistic
Local people on the national, international and local stage was the vision of axis ’ founders and
although the centre is thriving, there is much still to achieve at all levels. To this end, our
objectives for 2014 were to maintain and develop existing relationships locally and nationally,
whilst expanding and developing relationships locally, cross-border, nationally and
internationally.
2014 saw a 18.5% increase gross box figures on 2013
Highlights that demonstrate these include the following:
Dublin:


Axis produced ‘Cleaners’ by Colm Maher, a production that received glowing feedback
from home audiences as well as critical acclaim ( * * * review – The Irish Times).



The local pantomime by Holding Court Theatre Co played for 4 weeks in January to an
audience of over 3000 people.



axis was one of the key cultural partners in the local ‘LiFT Youth Arts Festival’ and the
‘Otherworld Festival’ for young people and families in 2014 which saw high levels of
engagement and attendance. As part of axis’ role on the Ballymun Festival Steering
Committee we direct and programme much of the LiFT Festival and programme
elements of the Halloween festival events (i.e. Mun TV, main stages, volunteers). Over
2,500 young people participated in LiFT in 2014 and over 6,000 people attended the
Otherworld Festival! In this time we have developed an impressive number of new
partnerships such as Ossia Youth Choir, Foras na Gaeilge, Music Matters, The Helix,
First Fortnight Festival, GAZE International LGBT Film Festival etc.



Axis is also a lead partner in a programme of activity for the Festival Youth Committee
– a group of young local people who meet regularly are actively involved in festival
planning throughout the year.



Axis hosted the Dublin Writers Festival and in 2014 axis offered mentorships to over 20
emerging artists and given residencies to at least 12 artists / organizations.



Axis programmed Bealtaine events citywide on behalf of Dublin City Council’s arts office
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In music Glen Hansard, Sharon Shannon, Damien Dempsey, Donal Lunny, all
performed, supported by local musicians. and 2014 saw the launch of a new traditional
music festival, Beo Ballymun

Community
Axis housed 9 community organisations, supplied childcare services to over 40 young people in
our crèche, offered a range of arts classes in our dance studio, and art studio. Had musicians
and bands travel to record and rehearse in our studio. Groups from all over Dublin performed on
the axis stage, used the axis conference centre for meetings and our two cafes in axis and the
civic centre supplied food and catering services to staff, public and a range of events.
National:
axis again took part in the Dublin Theatre Festival with the visit of two shows After Sarah Miles
and Dublin Youth Theatre’s Spring Awakening
Local and national artists exhibited in axis gallery.
Axis with Foras na Gaeilge developed a commission for a new play for young people in Irish
and partnered with the National Association for Youth Drama on this. We also hosted An Chead
Ceas a photographic exhibition

International:
In early September we had a return visit from Carlos Andres Gomez, beat poet and performer
from New York. Carlos has a fantastic relationship with axis and refers to Ballymun as “his
second home”. He was performing in Limerick as part of the City of Culture so extended his trip
to include a visit to us here. Whilst in Ballymun Carlos visited Trinity Comprehensive Secondary
School. He had a session with their first year group which was hugely engaging and interactive.
He then did a more intensive writing workshop for a group of 4th and 5th years. This was filmed
by RTE and broadcast on their Two Tube programme:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrK-c8K_hWo&list=PLrVpU-g6TCL9OXs0IF8cr8G9V58Bsgpgj

Niamh Ní Chonchubhair was supported by the British Council to attend the Dutch Premiere of
The Hijabi Monologues and was also engaged to attend the Unlimited Festival in London and to
participate in a panel discussion and feedback with Arts & Disability Ireland, National venues
and The British Council.
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A description of any new policies the
organisation has implemented in 2014 to assist
in achieving organisational objectives.
In 2014 we recalibrated our health and safety policies and risk assessments across all areas of
the organisation
In 2014 we developed further our artist residency programme which, alongside our mentorship
programme (below) achieved national media coverage. This now known as ‘Playground’
In 2014 we launched the High Hopes bursary for young musicians supported by Glen Hansard
In 2014 we launched Beo Ballymun a new traditional music festival with Dublin City Council and
a range of community organisations
In 2014 we completed a two year engagement on the ‘New Stream’ programme with the De Vos
institute of Arts Management in Washington DC in partnership with Business to Arts in
Dublin and have developed strategic development and fundraising committee structure
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Discrepancies experienced, if applicable,
between planned targets and actual outputs
achieved for 2014.
2014 was a hugely successful year for axis on many fronts. Despite a changing landscape both
in terms of community resources and in the arts, axis arts programme has seen unprecedented
output and success. axis productions in 2014 have played to home audiences and beyond and
axis staff have been developing relationships in the UK, US and Europe. axis arts development
projects and festivals such as Bealtaine, Sing and Tales have done likewise, working throughout
the city linking residents of Ballymun through their creativity to other communities.
This output has given axis a profile that places us within the top strand of practice in the country
and has opened opportunities for future development, both from a funding and an engagement
point of view.
It is in this next phase where axis will examine its most successful models of best practice so to
expand its strategic plan and programming to reflect its role as a resource to communities,
artists and the city. This will form the basis of a planning process towards the development of a
new strategic plan in early 2016
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Evidence of organisational achievements,
awards, commendations etc, if applicable for
2014.
Overwhelmingly positive press features and reviews for axis’ projects, tours and productions.
Please see supporting documentation and sample media report enclosed. Key in-house projects
and productions drew much positive attention. Axis continued to present new work to audiences
in-house and beyond.
Cleaners Review. * * * The Irish Times

http://www.independent.ie/life/christmas/believe-in-the-magic-of-christmas-charityproduction-comes-to-axis-ballymun-30769373.html
http://www.orderinthesound.com/glen-solo-gigs/glen-dates-2014/22-december-2014ballymun-ie-axis
http://www.irishtimes.com/premium/loginpage?destination=http://www.irishtimes.com/cultu
re/treibh/waiting-for-a-play-in-irish-1.1883794
http://www.nayd.ie/news/press/ciaran-gray-awarded-irish-language-play-commission
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http://musicmatterschoir.blogspot.ie/2014/11/otherworld-halloween-festival-in.html

Sample testimonies from participants,
community groups, artists, audiences and other
stakeholders:
‘I really enjoyed the direction this project too and the levels of interest, participation and willingness of
the group to explore and be creative. I believe for the first time in their lives these young men were seen
by each other and their community as nothing other than artists. We also created a live experiment in
axis which we recorded to make a video and we also wrote a song to capture the powerful effect of
creativity’

"The Axis in Ballymun has proved that social housing and the arts can have a symbiotic relationship, and
community led festivals are thriving in what might seem unexpected places
LeCool Dublin
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This residency would not have been possible without the huge support and encouragement of Emma
Connors, axis’ Arts Development Co-ordinator and Mark O’Brien, axis’ Director. Thanks to them, I am
now part of axis, honing my craft as a young artist in residence.
Jonathan Ho
I’m not sugar-coating it. There’s always more that can be done, but there’s something special happening
out there… a template for how the arts should operate within any community
Colm Keegan Sunday Times
‘What goes on here is not only good work it’s important’
Veronica Coburn
I can’t stop writing now. My words have me on fire - There’s dinner being burnt and everything.
Copybooks full of raw thought.
It's always a pleasure being in your building - it's a place where it feels as if care
for people is at the very heart of its mission
‘The Arts have been to the forefront in changing perceptions of Ballymun across all media in assisting
and in the embedding of economic development. The already proven potential for the arts in affirming
Ballymun as an artistic district within the city and country as a whole is considerable’
(Ballymun Regeneration Ltd, 2008: 45).

This residency would not have been possible without the huge support and encouragement of
Emma Connors, axis’ Arts Development Co-ordinator and Mark O’Brien, axis’ Director. Thanks
to them, I am now part of axis, honing my craft as a young artist in residence. This residency at
axis will provide me with unbelievable opportunities in my field of interest and allow me to
further expand my experiences and career opportunities. I am incredibly grateful and excited for
this amazing programme and all the possible projects and opportunities it entails. I have also
been afforded the freedom to use the spaces and facilities at axis for my own ideas and personal
projects with the aim to curate and present my own solo exhibition at the end of this residency,
coinciding with LiFT Youth Arts Festival 2015. (Jonathan Ho // Youth Artist in Residence 2014-15

Audience member feedback on Threads
All I can say is wow the show was amazing really big well done, the whole idea was really great.
And such a refreshing way to really engage women in dance. Also the photos at the end were a
wonderful addition. Evelyn the women who is running the arts programme here in ballybough
Community Centre came with me and loved it. We would love to do something with ballybough
but wouldn't know where to start or what to do. I may have a group of women from ballybrack
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too. II could definitely source some funding for a project if we could collaborate to axis and
ballymun (Treacy Byrne // DCC Community Manager)

Participant feedback on Sing:











Wonderful. Singing is the one thing I can still do that doesn’t hurt!
It makes me feel good like I’m giving back something to axis – an appreciation of
all the joy I’ve got from them
Such a positive confidence booster. I’d always wanted to sing outside the shower
and now I (almost) can!
So helpful and encouraging. Natural teachers. Who’d have thought going back to
school could be so much fun?!
I really enjoyed the whole experience – the rehearsals and especially the
performance
Spiritually uplifted
Confidence
A sense of achievement and lots of new friends
The participants of SING are a friendly, straightforward bunch. No class or age
divisions.

Facebook: Jamie Harrington – 5 star
Really makes me happy when I go into the axis for a quick cup of coffee to be greeted by 40 of
the most happy cheerful people from St Micheals house chilling out for lunch! This is why I love axis
ballymun❤️❤️ Well done axis on having such a great centre for everyone in the community❤️ 2
December 2014

Thank you and thank you again for such a brilliant time that we had both in the summer and in
December. If you ever need myself and Mac for anything out in Ballymun don't hesitate to call.
See you soon best wishes to everyone.
Gemma Doorly and Maclean Burke (Fair City, Joe Prop).

Participant feedback on Dutch2Dublin
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Got some rest, getting back in the Dutch vibe. Before anything, I wanted to send you a quick
message to say: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING! For your help, support and trust to let me rock
the Otherworld festival again. Also really appreciate the contact you set up with Dean Scurry;
we're gonna have contact over email about the things we discussed. Had the time of my life and
I feel like this was a great step in my career. (Night The Rebel // Dutch To Dublin Collective //
based in Holland)

Recommendations to improve the delivery of
services.
As Ballymun changes axis is placed to continue its work as a cultural institution of both city and
National importance and as a change agent for civic development both locally and on a broader
framework
This work is already ongoing as we bring the expertise gained through the years of the
regeneration to now firmly place axis and Ballymun as a major cultural and social resource for
the Northside and the city
The development of axis and Ballymun’s role on this broader canvas is guided by the
experience that ‘real engagement between local people and artists and cultural activity in a
process of excellence and inclusion, properly facilitated and well managed, produces results
beyond expectations’ (Sustaining Regeneration, A Social Plan for Ballymun, 2013).
This now is a resource that Ballymun and axis can offer to the rest of the city.
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Changes to operational activities:
axis will continue in 2015 the restructure of our café service, conference, recording studios and
catering. This to develop new revenue streams in these areas but to be done through
programming and innovation.
Full health and safety check undergone in organization and a update of procedures
New systems put in place on operation of bar and event staff

Marketing, Sales & Social Networking: New 2014 Aims
Audience Development
·
Introduction of Sales teams across staff in axis
·
Marketing and Programme continuously reviewed to watch success rate and learn from
·
More entertainment from local entertainers in Comedy and music
·
Developing Musical Theatre audience and Music audiences
Website
·
Looking into developing a new website for axis
Arts Marketing Programme
·
Taking part in the DeVos Institute Marketing Lectures on how to develop and improve our
Marketing and Sales output
Programme Redesign
·
New approach to programme design has led increase of reaching 20,000 more people via
print and online versions
·
Response from audience is positive and it has helped drive more sales while educate
more people with the axis brand.
CONTINUING AIMS
Axis FRIEND Scheme
·
Friends scheme sign up form now a part of every Axis Event Guide
·
Engage & learn more from customers
·
Reward loyalty
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·
·
·
.

Building mailing list
Capture data for non theatre customers
Audience development
Develop transition for some friends into individual donations

Targeting Groups
·
Introductory offers sent to new groups to see first show
·
Aim to bring them back by staying in regular contact
Regular contact with regular attendees via email and post.
Axis as an accessible venue.
·
Continue to link in with Arts & Disability Ireland to provide accessible events outside the
city centre.
Membership:
4300+ - Mailing List
1257 - axis Friends
296 - Pictures Club

Social Media Stats
Facebook: 6300+ Likes.
Twitter: 4500+ Followers
YouTube: 24500+ Views
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